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lt Ã scattering in the cloudy bag model: s, p, and d waves
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s-, p-, and d-wave EN phase shifts are calculated with the cloudy bag model (CBM). The results
are in qualitative agreement with phase-shift analysis, except in those partial waves where exotic res-
onances are claimed to exist. However it seems that it is possible to get good agreement for these
waves by just modifying the CBM potential, without including explicitly exotic states.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much progress has been made in the
understanding of low-energy hadronic properties through
the use of chiral bag models. ' In spite of partial
successes this program still remains controversial, with
many issues, such as the size and nature of the bag, still
being debated. In order to help resolve these issues, it is
important to confront as many observables as possible.

Among the properties already investigated in some de-
tail are magnetic moments and charge radii' ' and the
axial-vector form factor of the nucleon. ' ' Low-energy
pion-nucleon scattering' ' ' has also been studied with
the strongest emphasis on the F33 channel. ' The other
channels have received much less attention although the s
wave in particular seems to be yielding new informa-
tion. ' ' ' There has also been work on photoproduc-
tion and radiative decay.

Chiral bag models have been extended to SU(3) symme-
try to also include the strange particles. Thus corrections
to hyperon magnetic moments arising from kaon loops
have been investigated and their relative contribution has
been found to be small in comparison with the pion con-
tribution.

In the previous work we turn our attention to KX
(S= 1) scattering. In a previous investigation of XN
scattering we found that the A*(1405) resonance is
predominantly a bound state. That problem was compli-
cated by having within a 100-MeV energy range two
thresholds, a strong resonance, and large background
terms. The motivation of the present work is to check the
SU(3) cloudy bag model in a region where there are no
complicating strong resonances. However, as we shall see,
even the weak resonances can cause trouble.

The present work is part of a systematic study of
meson-nucleon scattering. As already noted we have pre-
viously studied the KX system, this work is concerned
with EX, and in the future we will return to mlV. The
scattering problem, in contrast to magnetic moments, per-
mits the study of the momentum dependence of observ-

ables and enables in particular the assessment of the re-
gion beyond which the model with point mesons and
sharp surfaces breaks down.

Since quarks have negative strangeness the S= + 1 sec-
tor does not have three quark states. However the Parti-
cle Data Group tables list three Z' resonances (all one
star) in the energy range of interest. The question then
arises as to whether the structures seen are due to four-
quark —one-antiquark effects or more conventional
meson-baryon potential effects if indeed the two are actu-
ally different.

The layout of the present work is as follows. In Sec. II
we present the model in a condensed manner, since it has
been discussed in considerable detail in Ref. 26. The re-
sults are discussed and compared with both phase-shift
analysis and the predictions of a one-meson-exchange po-
tential in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we give our conclusions.

II. THE MODEL

For our description of KN scattering we use the cloudy
bag model' (CBM) in the volume-coupling ver-
sion. ' ' To order P the Lagrangian density is

W=(iqQq B)0,—2q—q5, + —,
' [B„P)'———,

'
m P

0„ 0,+ qr")'P d,A , qr"~ —(4»„4)q,(2f)'
(2.1)

where q and P are the quark and meson-octet fields, B the
bag constant, and A, the SU(3) matrices of Gell-Mann.
The function 8„ is one inside the bag and zero outside,
while 5, is a surface 5 function. For a static, spherical
bag (as we assume) these functions reduce to 8(R r) and—
5(R r) The SU(3)—cro.ss product is

(2.2)
bc

where f,b, are the SU(3) structure constants.
Note that it is essential that the mesons be allowed in-

side the bag in order for the present model to work: First,
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Ws~= —,'(5m) P 8, , (2.3)

because the dominant coupling term in Eq. (2.1) is only
present when the mesons are inside. Second, because ex-
clusion of the mesons from the bag generates a large and
spurious scattering from an empty bag. More will be said
on this later (see also Ref. 26). Allowing the mesons into
the bag can however cause conceptual and overcounting
problems. Presumably the mesons have a qq structure
and by letting them into the bag we are mocking up the
q q states. Thus one can think of processes such as a
meson which disassociates into a qq pair at the edge of the
bag and recombines as a meson at the far side leaving the
bag. Such processes involving q q are to some extent im-
plicitly included by allowing the mesons inside the bag.
As a consequence some care must be taken to avoid over-
counting if one wants to include q q state explicitly.
From the above discussion one expects rnesons to have a
different mass inside the bag than outside. This would in-
troduce an additional term in the Lagrangian:

r
M~X'

M

(o) (b) (c)
FIG. 1. Born terms of the XN scattering amplitude, (a) con-

tact term, (b) crossed meson lines, and (c) mass term. The solid
lines represent baryons, and dashed ones kaons.

the reasons for singling out the pseudoscalar mesons is
their light mass it is not clear if the vector particles
should also be treated as elementary fields or as bags. In
any case the E' would be expected to be important only
at the upper end of our energy range and we have not in-
cluded it.

We begin by presenting the potential generated by the
contact piece of the interaction Hamiltonian, namely,

and hence a mass inside the bag of

m;„„d,= [mx +(5m )2]'/2 . (2.4)

0„
vp ——+ x qyI'A. . x „q(2f)'

As we will see the experimental data indicates that 5m is
quite small at least for the radii we consider (R =1 fm)
and hence the mesons look similar both inside and outside
the bag.

Some processes contributing to the scattering are shown
in Fig. 1. There are three distinct terms: the contact
term, the crossed meson lines, and the mass term of Eq.
(2.3). We proceed by calculating the matrix elements of
the interaction Hamiltonian between baryon states and
then solve coupled Lippmann-Schwinger equations for the
EX and KA channels. The %*X channel is more prob-
lematic. Its inclusion would require additional assump-
tions in order to determine the necessary coupling con-
stants. The E is also quite heavy, almost twice the Inass
of kaon and nearly as heavy as the nucleon. Since one of

I

where a and P stand for the KN or Kb, channels. Follow-
ing Ref. 26 this matrix element is evaluated using the
MIT bag wave functions and the Fourier transform of the
meson field,

(2.6)

where ak (ak) represents the kaon creation (annihilation)
operator. Expanding the plane waves of the meson field
in the standard form

e'~"=4~+ {i)j~i(kx)Yi (k)YI (x )
lm

it is straightforward to get the contribution from the time
piece of 8& in the form

~'p [~~(k)+~M «')]
v p~( ,kk)=

2f2 2~2[2 (k)2 (kt)]1/2 B I B' M'

&&+ Yi (k')Yi (k) f dxx N, [jo (co,x)+ji (co,x)]j&(kxj)I(k'x), (2.8)
Im

where A,~ii is the coupling constant for the ap vertex with total isospin I given in Table I. The isospin of the baryon
(meson) is denoted by IB~M~ and its third component by i&~M~ The en.ergy of the ls quark state is co, =2.04/R. While
s-wave scattering originates exclusively in the time piece of the contact term ( ~ y ), 1 & 0 scattering requires the spatial
piece of v' ( ~ y), hence for p and d waves, it is necessary to also evaluate the remaining piece of v [Eq. (2.5)].

Using the same expansion in partial waves and standard angular-momentum-decomposition techniques, the spatial
piece can be written as (Ref. 28 contains the corresponding expression at the quark level)

ISO,I

2f 2m [2co (k)2' (k')]'

x Q g Cps J Cp s/F(* (k')YI , (k)( —2)[61(1+1)]'/ (2l+1)'/
JM l, m, m'

S~ Sb
&(( —1) + + '

1 1 J fdxx 2N, j'o(co,xj)i(co,x) ji(k—x)ji(k'x) . (2.9)
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Here the curly bracket represents 6-j coefficients while A,~p' are coupling constants and their values are given in Table I.
Note that the time piece of v, gives a central potential v, while the spatial piece yields a spin-orbit one v
We next turn to the crossed graph, Fig. 1(b). The procedure is to calculate the Yukawa vertices generated by

0„
H, = Jd x — qy"yak, qdpP (2.10)

and then combine them to get the crossed term. It is easier to evaluate the matrix elements of this operator using the fact
that for massless quarks it may be written as

0,
H, = J d x '

qy5k, .qg5, — '
Bo(qy y5A, qP)2

(2.11)

BM,B; 4m

2f [(2~) 2~(k)] ~ B ~ ' B; 3
(2.12)S~ 1,J 5J BB ~BM

with

For baryons with all quarks in the same s state the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11) does not contribute,
and (as already pointed out ' ) the volume-coupling form factor of the CBM is identical to the surface one. [It is given
by the first term of Eq. (2.11).] Hence, the vertex function generated by H, has the well-known form'

1/2

~ BM B;(k)
cosR

co,R —1 R
—ji(kR) . (2.13)

Here the baryon-meson channel (BM) couples to a pure quark state 8; with no kaon around.
Knowing the vertex function and coupling the appropriate angular momenta and isospins, we get the following expres-

sions for the potential given by the crossed graph:

B,.M', 8 8,.M, B'
1v" kk';E)= &-

2f 2f 2m [2'(k)2'(k')]'~

J,M, m, m'

MC 'mB'My+ (k )y (k)( 1)
B'+ B+ B+ &' M+ M'

r, r s, 1

X(2SB+1) (2SB +1) (2IB+1)' (2IB +1) I ~ I I S 1 S
I

BM)B)E~'(k)(kg)~BMB(k) (2.14)

Again a and P denote the KN or Kb, channels. 8; is an intermediate baryon, in the present calculation b, or &, and the
function WB MB is given in Eq. (2.13). The coupling constants AB. M B are given in Table II. In Eq. (2.14) we have
neglected the recoil energy of the intermediate baryon. With this approximation the crossed term only contributes to p
waves.

The mass of the strange quark enters in two distinctly different ways. First it contributes to the mass of the kaon, X
and A and its effect is taken into account by using the physical masses for these particles. Second it changes the form
factors for the crossed graphs [Fig. 1(b)]. Here we expect the effect to be small the same as in KN scattering 6 and we
neglect its effects. The crossed graphs in any event give a rather small contribution.

There remains the potential corresponding to the mass term [Eq. (2.3)]. Its decomposition in partial waves gives

vJ= „,g d» Ji«x)ji(k'x)I'i «')I'i «').(5m) R 2 ~

(2.15)
~(~k~k ) im

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss our numerical re-
sults. The first question to settle is what value to use for
f. Of course, for strict SU(3)~ symmetry f =f~ while
experimentally f& ——112 MeV while f =93 MeV. Since

I

we do not know how the symmetry is broken we use
values intermediate between 93 and 112 MeV. As dis-
cussed in Ref. 26, the value of f is renormalized some-
what. In Fig. 2 we show the isospin 1 scattering length
for two values off and a range of radii, assuming 5m =0.
With a radius of about 1 fm and f the order 100 MeV our
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TABLE I. The coupling constant for KN scattering in the contact term with isospin I =0 and I = 1

[Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9)].

AaP
ISO,I

aP

KN

1

2
—2V Zy3

—2V Zg3

v 10y6

results show remarkable agreement with the data. In the
absence of a tnass term [Eq. (2.3)], the I =0 scattering
length is zero with the SU(3}z couplings (Table II). How-
ever, the K+p and K+n channels renormalize slightly dif-
ferently and this generates a small I=0 coupling (=5%
of that for I =1). This yields a small scattering length
=—0.01 fm. (The experimentally allowed range is
—0.11&au&0.04 fm. ) Thus we see that our model de-
scribes the scattering lengths quite well. (We have dis-
cussed the scattering lengths previously but we include
them again for completeness, as well as to justify our
choice for f.)

Up to now we have not included the contribution from
the mass term. Let us turn to the question of how large
5m should be. We see from the scattering lengths that it
must have a rather small effect. This is in contrast to
pion-nucleon scattering where a phenomenological repul-
sion may be used to bring about agreement for the ~X
scattering lengths. ' ' There it was necessary to take 5m
[Eq. (2.4)] to be -92 MeV corresponding to an increase
of -30 MeV in m . A similar shift 5m-92 MeV in-
creases the kaon mass only by -8 MeV. This decreases
the KN scattering lengths only by 3%. Hence the agree-
ment with the experiment is roughly as shown in Fig. 2
and both the pion and kaon results are consistent with
5m -92 MeV.

Turning our attention to finite momentum transfer, we
compare the phase shifts this model gives with phase shift
analysis. Unfortunately the low-energy Kl)l data are still
poor (another reminder of the need for a kaon factory),
giving rise to a few quite different phase-shift analyses
(see, for example, Ref. 31}. Here we present only the more
recent analysis of Amdt and Roper, Corden et al. ,
and Hashimoto. In some cases we compare our results
also with those from a meson-exchange calculations. '

The reader who is particularly interested in this compar-
ison should compare all our results with those of Davis
et al. '

The I = 1 s-wave phase shift is shown as a function of
energy in Fig. 3(a). Our results and those of the meson-
exchange model are rather similar. Unfortunately both
tend to deviate from the results of the phase-shift analysis
at E, =1700 MeV. This is a rather general feature of
our results and we will restrict most of our further discus-
sion to this low-energy range. It is not surprising that our
model breaks down as the energy increases since we have
assumed a structureless meson and a sharp bag surface.
The breakdown appears to occur when the center of mass
momentum reaches about 2—2.5 fm ' corresponding to a
distance of about 0.5 fm. In Fig. 3(b) we show the I =0
s-wave phase shift. Both our results and the somewhat
uncertain phase-shift analysis are rather small.

The p-wave results are shown in Fig. 4. The agreement
for the P 11 and P03 waves is quite good. ' However our
model does poorly in the P01 and P13 channels. These
are just the channels in which evidence for exotic reso-
nances has been claimed: the one-star states Zo(1780)
and Zi(1900). One possibility is that the disagreement is
evidence for exotic q q states. Another possibility is that
we deal with a potential effect which our model is not
able to account for. The largest effect of the crossed
meson lines is in the P13 wave where it decreases the
phase shift by 30% at E= 1660 MeV.

f (Mev)

TABLE II. The coupling constant for EN scattering in the
crossed graph [As, M, s of Eq. (2.14)].

—3
0

I l0.9 I .0
R (fm)

FIG. 2. I =1 EN scattering length against the bag radius for
different values of f (5m =0). The dashed region indicates the
range of experimental results. a

&

———0.33 fm is the more recent
one (Ref. 30).
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FIG. 3. Phase shifts for (a) S01 and (b) S11 partial waves.
Our results are given by the solid curve for the S01 partial wave
and by the dashed region (95 MeV& f& 105 MeV) for S 1 1.
The dots are Hashirnoto's phase-shift analysis (Ref. 34), while
the dashed curves are the phase-shift analyses of Amdt and

Ropa {Ref. 32) for I =1 and Corden et ah. {Ref. 33) for I=0.
The dash-dot curves are the meson-exchange-model results of
Davis, Cottingham, and Alcock (Ref. 31).

In Fig. S we show the P 13 partial wave in a larger ener-

gy range. As well as the CBM [in Fig. 4(d)] and the
meson-exchange result, ' there is a curve where the spin-
orbit term is arbitrarily multiplied by 3. This is seen to be
qualitatively similar to the data. The coupling to the KA
channel appears to play a large role in getting the bump in
the phase shift. Increasing the spin-orbit piece by a factor
3 also gives a dramatic improvement in the P01 wave and
only slightly worsens the agreement in the other two
channels.

Additional spin-orbit terms will arise from boosting the
bag due to the spin rotation obtained in the Lorentz-boost
operator. A simple estimate gives a S0% increase in the
spin-orbit force from this effect. This would change none
of our conclusions and because of general uncertainties in
boosting the bag we have not explicitly included the ef-
fect.

The d-wave phase shifts are shown in Fig. 6. Here
perhaps more than with the lower partial wave we are
plagued with uncertainties in the experimental data. Any-
way, the results obtained with the CBM are reasonable.
Again for the D03 wave where an increase in the spin-
orbit term considerably improves the agreement, there is
claimed to be an exotic resonance, the Zo(1865) (Ref. 27).
This resonance is also claimed to be associated with the
K*N threshold which we have not included.

io.o—
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CJ

0.0
60

—
I 0.0

1 500 1700 J900

IV. CONCLUSION

The cloudy bag model has been used to calculate the s-,
p-, and d-wave ICN phase shifts. The comparison with
phase-shift analysis shows that the CBM gives results of
the same quality as the one-meson-exchange model. For
most of the partial waves this means good qualitative
agreement. The model fails where exotic resonances have
been postulated (P01, P13, and D03 partial waves). We
could have introduced a pole term to describe these "reso-
nances. " However, we feel that by including it
phenomenologically we would not clarify the problem. In
the ICX system the contact term is responsible for most of
the bump associated with the A*(1405). Here it does not
reproduce the bumps shown in the P01, P03, and D03
phase shifts. However, by increasing its spin-orbit piece
by a factor of 3 it is possible to get a strong enhancement
in the phase shifts, indicating that it is very possible that
the claimed exotic resonances are fairly trivial potential
effects.

c.m. ENERGY (MeV)
FIG. 5. Phase shift for the P13 partial wave. The solid

curves are the CBM result (f=95 MeV and f=105 MeV) while
the dashed region is our results with three times the spin-orbit
potential given by the CBM (95 MeV &f & 105 MeV). The dots
are Hashimoto s phase-shift analysis while the dashed curve is
the result from Amdt and Roper (Ref. 32). The dash-dot curve
is the meson-exchange result of Davis, Cottingham, and Alcock
(Ref. 31).
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95 &MeV(105. The dots are Hashimoto's phase-shift analyses
(Ref. 34) while dashed curves are phase-shift analysis of Amdt
and Roper (Ref, 32) for I= I and Corden et al. (Ref. 33) for
I=0.
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Our results show that a chiral bag model with a large
bag radius and mesons allowed inside the bag is a good
starting point to describe low energies meson-baryon
scattering. As the momentum increases the model shows
signs of breaking down at a center of mass momentum of
-2 fm-'.

In summary, the CBM describes quite well most of the
s, p, and d waves in KN scattering. With respect to the
nature of the Zo(1730), Z~(1900), and Zo(1865) (one-star
states ), our results show that they may be just potential
effects. Nevertheless the possibility that there are exotic
(q q ) states is not ruled out.
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